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“Kill!”

Hundreds of elite Yash family killers on the scene took out their weapons one after another,
like a pack of wolves, Qi Qi killed Yash Nics.

Dian Chu eyes of a cold, shouted: “tiger Wei What?”

Eight tigers guard action uniform take a step, shouted: “In!”

Dian Chu Chen Sheng said: “! Protection master”

eight tigers Wei Ning guard in front of the body , Qi Qi said: “Kill!”

There were two violent winds and waves, but they didn’t speak at all. They were like two
angry lions, and they all threw out together and took the initiative to meet the elites of the
Yash family.

The battle between the two sides is on the verge of breaking out.

When Song Qingsong’s family saw this, they were so scared that they crawled around and
fled to the side.

Many of the Yash family’s subordinates are Chen Jiayuan’s house brothers, and some are
orphans adopted by the Yash family.

These people have been trained since they were young and have extraordinary skills.

But they looked a little bit inadequate in the face of such masters as the violent wind and
raging waves.
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The violent winds and waves are like two lions, constantly walking through the enemy
clusters, making their moves fiercely.

The elites of the Yash family kept screaming and falling down.

Dian Chu and the Eight Tigers guarded Yash Nics, and they met with the enemy who
charged up.

Dian Chu their typical military combat style, simple and rude movements, and tacit
cooperation with each other.

The Yash family’s men rushed over, like moths fighting the fire, all fell in front of Dian Chu
and them.

Chen Xiong watched his hundreds of elite men helplessly, and they fell one after another.

Yash Nics has only a dozen men, but these ten men are better than hundreds of his men.

He was shocked and desperate.

He looked at Yash Nics’s extremely ferocious subordinates, and a desperate thought
emerged in his mind: Yash Nics’s subordinates are too powerful, the so-called three
thousand more than one can swallow Wu, but that’s it!

Finally, all of the members of the Yash family fell in a pool of blood.

Dian Chu eight tiger guards, violent wind and raging waves, although some wounds were
added to their bodies, each of them stood proudly.

Like the 11 demon gods, standing in this bloody courtyard is particularly domineering.

Song Qingsong’s family, hiding far away, watched this scene in horror.

Yash Nics looked at Chen Xiong coldly, without saying a word.

Chen Xiong weakly sank back to the chair of the grand master, shocked and unwilling to see
his eyes.
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He said bitterly: “Yash Nics, you really have hardened wings. If you have the ability, you can
kill your father and me too.”

Yash Nics calmly said, “It seems that you are not convinced, and you are not convinced.”

Chen Xiong Clenched his fist and said loudly: “This time I lost Jingzhou carelessly and
overturned the boat in the gutter.”

“If you have the ability, you will kill me now, or if I return to the north, I will definitely come
back and take your life.”

Yash Nics said coldly: “Let’s go!”

Chen Xiong’s eyes widened when he heard the words: “What did you say?”

Yash Nics turned around and looked at the setting sun in the distance, without a trace of
emotion in his voice: “Before my mother died, I promised. Let her give you some time to
repent.”

“Now there are seven days before the deadline of one month!”

“After seven days, I will wait for you at my mother’s grave.”

“If you repent, come to my mother’s grave and repent of your mistakes.” ”

If you want to kill me, you can use all your strength and all your contacts. Come to my
mother’s grave and have a break with me.”

Having, Chen Xiong look back, look sharp knives, ice cold voice: “After seven days whether
you are mistaken, or kill me, you must come to my mother’s grave to be a break.”

“If you

If you don’t come, then the Yash family will wait to be smoothed by me!”
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Chen Xiong looked at Yash Nics in shock. He expelled Yash Nics’s mother and son from the
house and severed the relationship.

Later, Yash Nics’s mother died of depression, and Yash Nics was also in despair during
those years.

He knew that Yash Nics hated him very much in his heart!

What he didn’t expect was that Yash Nics had a chance to kill him this time, and even let
him go.

He looked at Yash Nics, who was tall and straight, his eyes were like stars, and looked a
little lonely in his calmness. He couldn’t help but sneer: “Hehe, I have to say that you have
made me a little stunned over the years.”

“But I didn’t. Thinking that you would let me go, you

let the tiger go back to the mountain today, don’t regret it another day.” Yash Nics said
indifferently: “Only by catching a tiger can you let the tiger go back to the mountain.”

“If I can catch a tiger, how can I be afraid of a tiger?”

Haughty!

It’s so arrogant!

Chen Xiong couldn’t help but burst into anger from the bottom of his heart.

Judging from Yash Nics’s attitude and tone, Yash Nics did not put him and the Yash family
in his eyes at all, as if he could be destroyed by raising his hand.

Chen Xiong said with a green expression: “Okay, seven days later, we will see you on
Wutong Mountain. I hope you will be as crazy as you are now!”
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Yash Nics said calmly, “Compensate the Song family for the loss of one billion, and then go
away. “One

billion!

For the Yash family, the northern giant with total assets of more than one trillion yuan, it is
nothing.

In less than ten minutes, the one billion compensation has been credited to Song
Qingsong’s account.

Then, Chen Xiong assisted each other with injured servants such as Tutu, Mob, and
Luohan. Like a defeated army, he left Mannity in despair.

Song Qingsong’s family, it can be said that they have suffered a lot today.

First, the bodyguards hired by the family were all killed by Chen Xiong and the others, which
scared the whole family.

The family was forced to kneel down, dozens of people kneeled in the front yard with fear
for more than an hour, and suffered tremendous damage to their bodies and minds.

Originally, Song Qingsong’s family hated Yash Nics to death.

Unexpectedly, Yash Nics defeated Chen Xiong’s group and pulled his teeth out, forcing
Chen Xiong to pay the Song family one billion!

Recently, the Song family’s business has become worse and worse, and life has become
more and more difficult.

Suddenly gaining one billion windfall, all the grievances, anger, and hatred in Song
Qingsong’s family’s heart are gone.

All of them couldn’t hide their joy. Looking at Yash Nics’s gaze, they didn’t hate them as they
usually did.

They even think that Yash Nics has a lot of bad things, but sometimes it is quite interesting!

Sake is famous for its red face, and the wealth is touching.
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Yash Nics’s reaction to Song Qingsong’s family had long been expected.

He faintly said to Song Qingsong: “Grandpa, the Yash family compensated your family for
this amount of money. Remember to share some money with a few bodyguards who died in
the service, and give their families a bit of money to

settle down.” Song Qingsong rarely showed Yash Nics. Smiling, he said with a smile: “Yes, I
will. We will pay the compensation according to the bodyguard contract signed at the
beginning, and it will be doubled.”

Yash Nics nodded, and then said: “This time the Yash family in the north is making trouble
because of me. I am here to apologize to you again.”

“In addition, I want to ask Grandpa to keep today’s affairs secret, and don’t tell Pingting
about today’s affairs to them.”

“I don’t want them to worry about it!”

Rich talk!

Song Qingsong, who just got one billion, said with a smile: “Hehe, Yash Nics, you don’t
want Xiaoting and the others to worry, we can understand. Don’t worry, we will keep this
matter secret.”

Yash Nics thanked him indifferently, and then left with Dong Tianbao, Feng Feng An Lang,
and Dian Chu Bahuwei.
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Yash Nics and his entourage first sent Dong Tianbao to the hospital. The doctor treated
Dong Tianbao’s injuries and confirmed that Dong Tianbao was not in danger of life.

Yash Nicscai left a few of his men to look after Dong Tianbao, and he went home first.
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Back home, Song Pingting’s family was watching TV.

When Song Pingting saw Yash Nics, she immediately greeted her, and asked with concern:
“Yash Nics, why did you go? You left before eating.”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Something went out for a while.”

Song Pingting said: “You eat half of the meal, and you are still hungry. I will warm the food
for you in the kitchen. You can eat a little more when you bring it out.”

Yash Nics heard the words and said with a warm heart, “Okay. ! ”

Song Ping Ting brought in food from the kitchen, Ning sat down to eat at the kitchen table.

Song Pingting didn’t eat, but sat down too.

Holding her cheeks in her hands, she smiled at Yash Nics’s meal.

If a woman likes a man, she will find it interesting and happy even if she watches the man
eating.

Yash Nics looked up at Song Pingting and said, “Why are you looking at me?”

Song Pingting smiled and did not answer Yash Nics’s question, but said, “Yash Nics, I want
to tell you something.”

Yash Nics said. “Say!”

Song Pingting said: “My grandma’s birthday will be two days later. My parents are going to
the East China Sea to celebrate my grandma’s birthday.”

“I also want to bring Qingqing with him. Do you want to be together?”

Yash Nics was stunned: “Grandma? Why is your grandma in the East China Sea, and never
heard your family mention it before?”

Song Pingting explained: “My grandma and my grandpa divorced a long time ago.”
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“My grandma’s surname is Yang, and her name is Yang Xiulan. She is the only daughter of
the

Yang family, a wealthy family in Hangzhou, East China Sea.” “After my grandma divorced my
grandfather, she returned to the East China Sea and inherited the Yang family business. She
is now the old lady of the Yang family. ”

Yash Nics is surprised: “Your grandma divorced your grandfather, but you don’t seem to
have much contact with sons like your uncle, your father, and your third uncle!”

Song Pingting smiled bitterly: “After my grandma divorced, When I returned to the Yang
family,

I hired a husband and started my own family. The two families can’t communicate with each
other anymore.” “My grandma doesn’t really look down on our Song family , but my dad will
give a gift to him every year and year. So, do his filial piety as a son.”

“In these years, I never paid attention to our Song family’s grandmother. This time on my
birthday, I sent someone to inform my dad that my dad is still a little filial and can go to her
birthday. ”

Yash Nics did not expect that the relationship between Song Pingting’s grandmother and
the Song family would be quite complicated.

Yash Nics remembered that, seven days later, he would also go to his hometown in Donghai
and have a break with Chen Xiong.

So, he smiled and said, “I can’t control the grudge between your grandma and the Song
family, but since Dad is going to celebrate his birthday, then we will accompany him.”

Song Pingting said happily, “Okay. I’ll tell my parents that in two days our family will go to
the East China Sea together to wish grandma birthday. ”

Several families are happy and sad, and Yash Nics’s family is happy.

But Chen Xiong, who took a plane overnight and fled back to Jizhou City in the north, was
furious as soon as he entered the house.
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Mrs. Haixin brought a group of family members and ministers to comfort her!

Mrs. Hai Xin was also shocked. Chen Xiong took the four members of the Yash family and
hundreds of elite men to deal with Yash Nics, but they lost their troops and returned in
embarrassment.

Mrs. Haixin said in surprise, “Master, Yash Nics actually said that after seven days, he will
have a sentence with you in front of his mother?”

Chen Xiong’s face was green: “Yes, the evil animal said that in seven days, he would either
go to his mother’s grave and confess his mistake, or fight to the death in front of his
mother’s grave.”

Madam Hai Xin frowned: “This time the master led the Yash family’s elite, all It’s not Yash
Nics’s opponent. Yash Nics’s wings are stiff, what shall we do now?”

Chen Xiong snorted coldly, “He only has a few subordinates. He thinks he can fight with his
subordinates very well, so arrogant.”

“But What’s the use of powerful fists, can it hold the bullets?”

Madam Hai Xin looked at Chen Xiong: “Master, you seem to have a plan?”

Chen Xiong squinted his eyes and said slowly, “He asked me to be there in seven days. On
Wutong Mountain in the East China Sea, a decisive battle is in front of his mother’s grave.”

“I have contacted the mourners’ mercenary group, one of the top ten foreign mercenaries
through my personal connections.”

“I plan to spend a lot of money, and ask the mourners’ mercenary group to come secretly.
Daxia, help me deal with Yash Nics.”

Mrs. Hai Xin was overjoyed and said excitedly: “It is said that the mourners’ mercenary
group is very terrifying. Lord, please ask them to deal with

Yash Nics and use a sledgehammer to kill chickens.” Chen Xiong nodded: “Waste is a little
wasted, but only in this way can we ensure that the evil animal will be eliminated this time.”
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next day, Yash Nics’s family took a plane to Hangzhou, East China Sea.

At noon, arrived at Shanghang Airport.

Ma Xiaoli has never been used to flying on a plane, and she was very uncomfortable due to
airsickness when she took the plane.

So after the Yash Nics family got off the plane, they didn’t rush to go to Yang’s house, but
chose to sit and rest in the public lobby of the airport.

Song Pingting’s family sat in a chair to rest, Song Qingqing whispered: “Dad, I’m a little
thirsty.”

Yash Nics smiled: “You guys rest here for a while, I’ll go buy water.”

After speaking, Yash Nics walked away. .

At this time, an old man in his 60s walked over with a painful expression.

When Song Qingqing saw the old man’s expression in pain, he thought that the old man was
looking for a seat.

The chair on her left happened to be empty, so she said sweetly: “Grandpa, are you feeling
uncomfortable after taking the plane like my grandma? There are seats here, so please sit
down and rest.”

Song Qingqing As he said, he stood up and wanted to take the initiative to help the old man
sit down.

In the kindergarten, teachers teach everyone to respect the elderly and give seats to the
elderly in public.
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So Song Qingqing naturally did at this time and did what the teacher said on weekdays.

Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli also watched with smiles. After all, their
children are sensible, happy and proud to be parents.

However, a scene that made Song Song Pingting’s family stunned happened.

The old man screamed directly, then he hugged his left arm and lay on the ground.

After the old man lay on the ground with his arms in his arms, he still yelled vigorously: “She
pushed me down, she pushed me down…”

“This little guy, pushed me to fall!”

“Oh, my arm hurts, my arm bone is broken…”

Song Qingqing stood in place, with her little hand still half stretched out. It was obvious that
she was frightened and stunned.

Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were also shocked.

The surrounding people gathered around, curiously discussing what’s wrong?

Song Pingting recovered, pulled her daughter to protect her back, then she squeezed her
pretty face, and said coldly to the old man on the ground screaming: “What are you doing?
My daughter saw you as an old man, and saw you like a body. I don’t feel well, so I really
wanted to help you sit down.”

“But she didn’t even touch you, so you just lay down.”

“You know that we are outsiders, so we touched porcelain on purpose!”

“Lian The kid who treats you kindly, you are also pitted, what about your conscience?”

The old man on the ground didn’t talk to Song Pingting at all, but a screamer desperately
shouted: “This little gangster pushed me and fell. I broke my arm. Your family Be
responsible…”
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The old man yelled and stretched out his hand, trying to hug Song Pioting’s feet.

So scared that Song Pingting’s family quickly retreated!

But at this moment, suddenly a man in a black leather jacket appeared with a few
murderous subordinates.

The man said angrily: “You pushed down my grandfather and caused my grandfather to
break his arm. Do you still want to run?”

Song Pingting was frightened: “We didn’t touch him, so he lay down. What broke his arm,
you guys? Want to wrong people?” The

man helped the old man and rolled up the old man’s sleeves. He saw that the old man’s arm
was weirdly twisted, and it was swollen. It was obvious that the bone was broken.

The man glared at Song Pingting’s family: “Did you see, did my grandfather break his arm?”

“Losing money, if you don’t compensate for the medical expenses, I will break your family’s
arms!”

There was a lot of discussion among the people around, and some people recognized who
the man in black was, and whispered in exclamation: “Ah, it’s Lu Taisui, Lu Li!”

The local scene , when he heard that the young man was Lu Li, they all understood what
was going on, and all walked away.

Only a group of out-of-town tourists remained, standing in place inexplicably.

It turns out that Lu Li is the youngest son of Lu Jiongyang, the underground overlord of
Shanghang City!

Although Lu Li’s father is the underground overlord of Shanghang City, this kid is a gambler
like his life. He often goes to Xiangjiang or Haojiang to gamble, and every time he owes a
debt back.

Over the years, Lu Jiongyang has successively returned more than one billion to this
unsatisfied young son.
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In the end, Lu Jiongyang ignored the son. He said in the arena that he would not repay his
gambling debts. He also severely warned everyone not to lend money to his son.

Not long ago, Lu Li lost another 10 million in Haojiang.

After he returned to Shanghang City, he couldn’t ask for money from his father, so he found
an old man, broke his arm, pretended to be his grandfather, and partnered to blackmail
foreign tourists.

Because his father is the underground overlord of Shanghang City, no one dares to control,
so he can succeed every time he extorts.

This time, they saw that Song Pingting’s family was well-dressed and were outsiders, so
they mistakenly went to Song Pingting’s family.

Song Pingting was aggressive when she saw Lu Li’s group. She firmly believed that she had
met Pengci.

So she took out her mobile phone and said coldly: “We didn’t push your grandfather. If you
insist on ruining someone, then I can only call the police to deal with it.”

Lu Li was instantly angry when he heard this, and he snatched Song Pingting’s mobile
phone. , Said viciously: “Call the police? Do you know who my dad is? Not to mention the
police station in this airport area. Even the director of the Shanghai-Hangzhou General
Administration, you have to be polite when

you see me.” “You still call the police, I Let you report it!”

Lu Li said arrogantly, and at the same time he lifted Song Pingting’s mobile phone and was
about to fall to the ground fiercely.

But before he dropped Song Pingting’s mobile phone, a figure suddenly appeared in front of
him, it was Yash Nics.
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Yash Nics raised his hand and grabbed Lu Li’s wrist, and said nonchalantly: “What kind of
skill is bullying a woman and child?”

Lu Li looked at Yash Nics in surprise and struggled twice. , But couldn’t break free, he looked
at Yash Nics angrily: “Little Chik, who are you?”

Yash Nics grabbed Lu Li’s wrist, easily retrieved Song Pingting’s mobile phone, and handed it
to Song. Ping Ting then pushed Lu Li away coldly, and said coldly, “I am her husband and the
father of this child. If you have anything to do, tell me.”

Lu Li and his gang heard the words and confronted each other. Take a look.

Lu Li sneered at the corner of his mouth. He squinted up and down Yash Nics, and said with
a sneer: “Since you are the head of their family, it would be best.”

“Your daughter pushed my grandfather down, causing him to break his left. Arm, if you don’t
compensate us with two million, you will be unlucky today and I will tell you.” When

Lu Li said this, several of his companions stared at Yash Nics viciously, posing Hands-on
look.

Yash Nics smiled and said, “If my daughter fell and caused your grandfather’s arm to break, I
will definitely compensate.”
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Lu Li was pleased when he heard this, and immediately said: “Just now, there was no one
else with my grandfather, just your daughter. We saw it. Clearly, don’t want to deny this.”

Yash Nics smiled, noncommittal, just said: “Can you show me your grandpa’s arm injury?”

Lu Li motioned to the old man next to him: “Grandpa, show this little guy. Look at your
injury.” The

old man showed Yash Nics and everyone on the scene the injury of his left arm in public,
shockingly.

Yash Nics took a closer look at the old man’s arm injury, the corners of his mouth raised
slightly, and smiled at Lu Li: “Friend, I used to be a soldier. I have seen all kinds of injuries,
and I have dealt with a lot of injuries by myself.”

“Your grandpa is an injury. Old fractures that are more than three days old are not fresh
fractures. Anyone who knows something about surgery can see it.”

“I don’t bother to care about it with you, so hurry up, don’t think of erroneous people.” The

crowd on the scene heard Yash Nics’s words, they were all stunned.
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A man who is also a doctor nodded and said, “Yes, this gentleman is right. This old man’s
fracture can be seen at a glance as an old fracture, and it has probably been broken for
many days.”

Song Pingting’s family heard They all showed joy and looked at Yash Nics proudly. In the
end, it was Yash Nics who proved Qingqing’s innocence!

Lu Li glared sharply at the doctor who was speaking righteously in the crowd, and was so
scared that the doctor quickly shut up and did not dare to speak.

Lu Li turned his head to look at Yash Nics, and said viciously, “You said it was an old
fracture, or an old fracture?”

“Your family won’t lose money, so I will break your family’s arms!”

Yash Nics smiled: “Since you can’t tell the difference between an old fracture and a fresh
one, then I will give you a lesson and teach you how to distinguish it.”

Lu Li was shocked: “You teach me to distinguish, how to teach it?”

“This way!”
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Yash Nics said Then, he shot like lightning, and with a click, Lu Li’s right arm was broken!

Ah-

Lu Li screamed bitterly.

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Now you can roll up your sleeves and see the difference
between a fresh fracture and an old fracture.”

Lu Li burst into tears from the pain, and several of his companions were brutally affected by
Yash Nics. The spicy method was scared.

Lu Li and the others know that they have met a ruthless character!

He clutched his broken right arm, his face was distorted with pain, and bitterly said: “Boy,
you are cruel enough, let’s not

finish this matter, let’s go and take a look.” After speaking, the group of them fled in
embarrassment.
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Yash Nics smiled and said, “Remember not to ruin people in the future!”

The audience at the scene recovered, everyone applauded excitedly.
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Shanghang City, Yang’s family.

The century-old traditional giants have gradually declined in recent decades, but the lean
camel is bigger than the horse.

This old and luxurious manor with a sense of age shows that the owner was very prominent
before.

Of course, the Yang family is still very good at having such a large manor in the city of
Shanghang, which has a lot of money.

Yash Nics’s family drove into the Yang family and found that there were many luxury cars
parked in the front yard of the Yang family manor.

It seems that many people have come to congratulate the old lady of the Yang family today.

Yash Nics followed Song Pingting’s family into the Yang family mansion.

In the lobby of the mansion, there were lights and colorful lights, and guests were like
clouds. An old lady with gray hair and graceful dress was sitting on a high seat. A bunch of
family servants waited on her to accept the guests’ congratulations.

This old lady is Song Pingting’s grandmother, Song Zhongbin’s mother, Mrs. Yang.

“Mom, I have brought my wife, daughter, and son-in-law and granddaughter to
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wish you a birthday.” “Our family wishes you a blessing like the East Sea, and a longevity like
a

young pine.” Song Zhongbin brought his family forward and respectfully wished the old lady
a birthday. , And at the same time handed a gift.

This gift was prepared by Song Pingting, and it was a jade ruyi bought for 100,000 yuan.

A gift of 100,000 yuan is already a sky-high gift for most people.

But among the birthday gifts received by Mrs. Yang, they can only be regarded as bargains.

Madam Yang didn’t have much affection for Song’s son, but because of Song Zhongbin’s
filial piety, she notified Song Zhongbin to come to her birthday banquet.

At this moment, she looked condescendingly at Song Zhongbin’s family and waved her
hands: “You have a heart, find a place to sit, and wait until the birthday banquet is over
before leaving. There are so many guests today, I can’t entertain you one by one.”

Song Zhongbin quickly said: “It’s okay, mom, don’t entertain us, we will…”

Before Song Zhongbin’s words were finished, someone outside the door suddenly reported:
“Old lady, we are the son of Shanghang real estate tycoon Yao Zhengliang, Yao Xiaodong is
here. ”

Lao Mrs. Yang, who was always high above and arrogant, heard that Yao Xiaodong, the son
of a real estate tycoon, was here, so she stood up on crutches and said excitedly: “Younger
Yao is here, rare guest, distinguished guest!”

“Hurry up !” Come on, you go out with me to meet you, and don’t neglect the distinguished
guests.” With

that, Mrs. Yang took a group of people and hurried to meet Yao Shao.

Song Pingting’s family was left and stood still, somewhat embarrassed.

It seems that it is the same everywhere, first respect Luo Yi and then respect others.
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Song Zhongbin said awkwardly: “Yash Nics, let’s find a place to sit down by ourselves.”

Yash Nics smiled and said: “Okay!”

Soon, Yash Nics’s family sat down at a table in an inconspicuous corner.

Song Zhongbin saw that there were some familiar faces around, so he went to say hello
with his wife, and his granddaughter, to those he knew, and greeted each other with
greetings.

Yash Nics sat in the corner with Song Pingting, chatting.

Before long, Mrs. Yang and a group of people came in, surrounded by a young man wearing
an Armani suit.

This young man is very well dressed, his hair is well-groomed, he wears a brand, and the
watches on his wrists are all Patek Philippe worth millions.

This man is Yao Xiaodong!

Although Yao Xiaodong is a famous brand, he is exquisitely dressed and somewhat
handsome.

But he had dark circles in his eyes, his face was bloodless, his footsteps were light, his eyes
were not correct, and he knew at a glance that he was a dude whose body was hollowed out
by alcohol.

Yao Xiaodong gave Madam Yang a gift, said two more words of birthday, and then smiled:
“This time I am here on behalf of my dad to congratulate Mrs. Yang. Now that the gift has
been delivered, I will leave. “When

Mrs. Yang saw that the distinguished guest was leaving, she said quickly: “Why did Mr.

Yao go in a hurry? It’s not too late to leave after the feast has a drink.” Yao Xiaodong curled
his lips when he heard the words, and was about to sneer and say what is so good about
longevity. Yes, he is still in a hurry to drink wine with a few friends!
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However, his eyes suddenly noticed Song Pingting who was sitting in the corner not far
away, his eyes lit up instantly, showing a stunning expression on his face.

He swallowed the sarcasm immediately, then changed his mouth with a smile and said,
“Alright, I’ll just sit for a while before leaving, Mrs. Yang, don’t entertain me, I will sit for a
while.”

If you think the book is not bad. ,
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Mrs. Yang saw that the distinguished guest Yao Gongzi agreed to stay for the banquet, they
all smiled, feeling a lot of face.

The Yang family has gradually declined over the years, and has fallen out of the top
aristocratic circle of Shanghang.

Now that top aristocrats like Yao Shao come to attend the birthday banquet of the Yang
family, the Yang family feels radiant, as if reintegrating into the noble circle.

Yash Nics was chatting quietly with Song Pingting about work and life. Suddenly, a
discordant voice rang in their ears: “Hehe, this beauty is so beautiful, I wonder if I can meet
them? ”

Yash Nics frowned slightly!

Song Pingting also looked up in shock, and then saw Yao Xiaodong talking to her with a
hippy smile.

Behind Yao Xiaodong, two tall, full-faced men followed.

Song Pingting frowned slightly, but she knew that this person in front of her was a guest of
grandma’s house!
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She was not good to offend casually, so she said lightly: “Hello, I am the granddaughter of
Mrs. Yang, my name is Song Pingting.”

Yao Xiaodong smiled and said, “Oh, it turns out that

Miss Song is from Mannity Song Family!” “Miss Song is. Jiangnan, I’m from the East China
Sea. It’s fate that we can meet here today!”

Yao Xiaodong said, noticing Yash Nics next to Song Pingting, he frowned slightly, and stared
at the two men next to him.

Immediately, his two bodyguards glared at Yash Nics, and one of them said in a bad tone:
“Boy, haven’t you seen our Yao Shao chatting with Miss Song, don’t you go away?”

Song Pingting’s face changed drastically when she heard that, she was afraid of Yash Nics
was angry and directly discounted the legs of the few guys in front of him.

So she hurriedly said: “Yao Shao, forgot to introduce to you, this is my husband, Yash Nics.”

What?

husband!

Miss Song is actually married!

Yao Xiaodong was annoyed and regretful, and a flower was planted on a pile of cow dung!

Yao Xiaodong learned that Song Pingting was married, but the person he liked had no
reason to give up easily.

Besides, he didn’t intend to marry Song Pingting, but just want to have fun. Song Pingting’s
marriage and not married have little to do with him.

So, he sat down with a smile, and looked at Yash Nics provocatively: “It turned out to be Mr.
Yash. I don’t know that Mr. Yash’s house is in business?”

Yash Nics said lightly, “My house? I live in my wife’s house. , We started a company to do a
little business.”
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Yao Xiaodong spurned even more when he heard the words, curled his lips, and muttered:
“Damn, it turned out to be a son-in-law, the waste of eating soft meals really ruined Beauty
Song.”

Yao Xiaodong no longer treats Yash Nics took it seriously, looked directly at Song Pingting,
smiled and said, “Hey, Miss Song, you start a company and do business?”

“My dad is a real estate tycoon in Shanghang City. Our Yao family has everything in the East
China Sea. Personal connections.”

“Whether it is a business channel, a business problem, or any trouble, I can handle it for
you.”

Song Pingting was a little embarrassed: “Yao Shao is great, I know, but I have nothing to do.
You help.”

Yao Xiaodong curled his lips and said displeased: “Miss Song, you really don’t understand
what I mean, or are you fake?”

Song Pingting was stunned: “What?”

Yao Xiaodong squinted his eyes and looked at the beautiful and moving Song. Ping Ting
said openly: “Ming people don’t talk secretly, I like you, don’t be with Yash Nics’s trash who
eats soft food, go with me!”

“I promise you to be my woman and have mine. Resources, at least double the scale of your
business!”

Yash Nics’s face sank when he heard this, and Song Pingting was also surprised.

But at this moment, a servant suddenly ran in outside the hall in a panic and said loudly:
“The big deal is not good. A bunch of wicked guys came outside, saying that Yash Nics and
Song Pingting interrupted the three of them. The young master’s arm.”

“These guys shouted and screamed and asked to hand over Yash Nics and Song Pingting,
or they would smash our Yang family.”
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Everyone in the Yang family panicked when they heard that someone had come to make
trouble.
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A tall bald man, with a dozen of his subordinates, broke into the Yang family murderously.

Everyone at the scene was startled, looking at these menacing guys in horror.

Mrs. Yang was frightened and said: “Who are you who dare

to break into our Yang family?” The bald man sneered: “Hehe, I dare not break into your Yang
family, and I dared to smash your Yang family. Believe it or not?”

Mrs. Yang trembled with anger when he heard the words: “You!” The

bald man didn’t even look at Mrs. Yang. Instead, he looked around the many guests at the
scene and said coldly: “Tell you the truth, I’ll come. Here is someone looking for someone.
Where are Yash Nics and Song Pingting, stand up obediently.”

Soon, the people who knew Yash Nics and Song Pingting on the spot, all subconsciously
moved towards Yash Nics and Song Pingting in the corner. Look over.

The bald man’s eyes fell on Yash Nics and Song Pingting, and he said in a bad tone: “Come
here, take these two guys who interrupted the third young master’s arm.” The

bald man’s voice fell, and Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were anxious for a moment. .

Yash Nics just wanted to speak, but Yao Xiaodong, who was next to him, stepped forward.

Yao Xiaodong said proudly: “I don’t care who you are. You can take this Yash Nics, but you
can’t move Miss Song.” The

bald man’s eyes were cold: “Who are you?”
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Yao Xiaodong said proudly: “I am Yao Xiaodong, Yao Zhengliang is my dad!”

“Miss Song, I am in Baoding. If you are interested, you can go away, otherwise I want you to
eat or go around.”

Mrs. Yang saw Yao Shao stand up, listening to Yao Shao being so domineering. The Yang
family couldn’t help but show joy and cheer secretly.

The bald head heard the words and said in surprise: “So you are the son of Boss Yao!”

Yao Xiaodong proud of Aung face, arrogance, said: “Since I know the identity, you do not
hurry to apologize to Miss Song, and then get out?”

Snapped!

The bald man raised his palm and slapped Yao Xiaodong’s face with a thunderous
momentum.

After being beaten, Yao Xiaodong’s mouth was bleeding, and the whole person was beaten
dumbfounded.

The bald man pointed at Yao Xiaodong’s nose with anger, and shouted: “What are you, dare
to hold it up in front of us?”

“Don’t say you are Yao Xiaodong’s son, but your father is here. Our boss is here. Let him
kneel, he dare not stand.”

Yao Xiaodong clutched his beaten face, his face was shocked, and his face flushed rapidly
at a speed visible to the naked eye.

He said angrily: “Who is your boss, dare you not even look at our Yao family?”

At this time, a bloated middle-aged man with a big back and a Cuban cigar in his mouth was
particularly domineering. , Came in from the door with a few of his men.

The big-backed man said majesticly: “Their boss, it’s me!”
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Everyone on the scene, seeing this big-backed man, their expressions changed drastically,
and many people exclaimed.

“Oh my God, it is our underground overlord of Shanghang City, Lu Jiongyang!”

“It turned out to be Lu Jiongyang. No wonder he dared to smash the Yang family and didn’t
put the Yao family in his eyes.”

“How did Mrs. Yang’s granddaughter and grandson-in-law provoke him ? With this Lord Yan,
it’s over now.”

At this time, listening to everyone’s comments, not only Song Zhongbin, Ma Xiaoli and Song
Piting had pale faces, but even Old Lady Yang was shocked.

As for Yao Xiaodong, when he saw Lu Jiongyang, he almost urinated. He trembled and said,
“Lv, Master Lu, it’s you!”

Lu Jiongyang looked up and down at Yao Xiaodong: “Who are you?”

Yao Xiaodong laughed with him: “I am Yao Zhengliang’s son. My dad once invited you to
dinner, and I even poured wine for you.”

Lu Jiongyang nodded, “It seems that this is the case, so you are the son of Lao

Yao .” Yao Xiaodong Seeing that Master Lu seemed to remember him, and also seemed to
recognize his father as a friend, his hanging heart suddenly dropped a lot.

Everyone in the Yang family, as well as the guests on the scene, will be there, and they
secretly breathe a sigh of relief, as if there is room for a turnaround.

Yao Xiaodong’s eyes rolled twice, and then he said with a smile: “Master Lu, my father often
mentions you, and our family respects you.”

“Master Lu, I don’t know how Yash Nics and Song Pingting offended you. ”

I don’t care what you do with Yash Nics, but Song Pingting, can you give me some thin
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noodles and don’t embarrass her?” Lu Jiongyang heard the words, pointed to the ashtray on
the table, and said to Yao Xiaodong, “Help me pass it.”

Get down the ashtray and come over.” Yao Xiaodong was stunned when he heard the words,
and then looked at the cigar on Lu’s mouth, wondering if Lu would play the ash?

He immediately laughed with him and said, “Okay!”

After he finished speaking, he picked up the glass ashtray on the tabletop, held it in his
flattering hands, and handed it to Lu Jiongyang.

Lu Jiongyang picked up the ashtray and suddenly slammed it on the door of Yao Xiaodong’s
face!

Snapped!

The ashtray was smashed to pieces!

Yao Xiaodong was also smashed with blood on his face and fell to the ground screaming.

“What the fuck are you? I, Lu Jiongyang, also need to give you face. Even if your father
comes, he won’t be a fart in front of me.”
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Lu Jiongyang was full of anger, and after cursing, he spit on Yao Xiaodong on the ground.

Everyone at the scene was stunned.

Lu Jiongyang was still angry and shouted: “Where is the family who interrupted my
youngest son’s arm?”

Old lady Yang looked ugly, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were panicked and scared, Song
Pingting’s face was pale, and the rest of the guests. All showed pity eyes.
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Only Yash Nics was still sitting in the chair with a calm face.

The bald man pointed at Yash Nics and said to Song Pingting, “Boss, I asked the security
friend in the airport monitoring room to check it. It was Yash Nics and Song Pingting who
interrupted the arms of the third master.” The

bald man finished, see you Yash Nics was still sitting indifferently. He suddenly became
furious and rolled up his sleeves and cursed, “You fucking dare to sit?”

After that, he wanted to do something to Yash Nics.

But at this time, when Lu Jiongyang saw Yash Nics’s appearance, he felt a thud, and his
whole body trembled.

Isn’t this Mr. Yash who wiped out the Dragon King of the East China Sea?

Many people didn’t know how the dragon king of the East China Sea died, but Lu Jiongyang
learned about it by coincidence because he knew a leader of the East China Sea Military
Region.

Lu Jiongyang not only knew that Yash Nics had killed the Dragon King of the East China Sea,
but also knew that Yash Nics was a young marshal in the North.

He saw that his bald head wanted to do something to Yash Nics, and he was so frightened
that he pulled his bald head away quickly, and then ran to him quickly, and he knelt heavily in
front of Yash Nics. He crawled on the ground and said with a trembling voice. : “Mr. Yash!”
The

bald head was dumbfounded!

Lu Jiongyang’s men were dumbfounded.

Mrs. Yang and everyone in the Yang family were dumbfounded!

Song Pingting, her parents, and everyone at the scene were dumbfounded.

Yao Xiaodong, who was beaten with blood on his face and shivered in the corner, was so
shocked that his eyes were protruding.
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Yash Nics sat calmly on the chair, took a cigarette, looked at Lu Jiongyang who was
kneeling on the ground and lying at his feet, and said faintly: “Do you know me?”

Lu Jiongyang’s body and voice were trembling, “Yes!”

Yash Nics looked at the bald-headed group of people behind Lu Jiongyang again, and said
indifferently: “You brought these people here to avenge your little son and deal with me?”

“Dare not, the villain dare not.” Lu Jiongyang finished. Turning his head to look at the bald
head and the others, he shouted in a stern voice: “Why are you still standing? Kneel down
with me if you don’t!”

Plop!

Thump Thump Thump…

In the shocking eyes of everyone on the scene, the bald gang all knelt down.

Yash Nics said indifferently: “In fact, Shanghang is my hometown, but every time I come
here, I will encounter something unhappy.”

“Today is my wife’s grandma’s birthday. I don’t want to care about it with you. One arm, then
say a birthday wish to grandma, and then go away.”

“Yes, Mr. Yash!”

Lu Jiongyang snatched an iron pipe from his hand, raised it high, and knocked his left arm
with a click. broken.

He endured the severe pain, sweating profusely at Mrs. Yang, showing a smile that was
uglier than crying: “Mrs. Yang, the villain took the liberty to disturb you today. I am here to
apologize. In addition, I wish you good luck. , Shoubi Nanshan.”

Mrs. Yang opened her mouth wide, her eyes shocked in disbelief.

Then, the sound of infiltrating fractures and the horrible hum continued.
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The bald-headed gang all broke their arms, and lined up one by one to apologize to Mrs.
Yang and wish her birthday.

Finally, Lu Jiongyang looked at Yash Nics weakly: “Mr. Yash, can I roll now?”

Yash Nics waved his hand, and Lu Jiongyang left Yang’s house as if he was granted a
pardon.
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Today is Mrs. Yang’s birthday. The Yang family has been slowly declining in recent decades.
Few of the top dignitaries in Shanghang City have come to congratulate Mrs. Yang this time.

This is enough to prove that the former Shanghang giant Yang family is now dying.

But Mrs. Yang is also a face-loving person!

Lu Jiongyang broke into the Yang family with a group of men and shouted and killed on her
birthday.

He also said rudely that he would smash the Yang family!

This made her very angry, but she was helpless.

Because the current Yang family is not fart in the eyes of Master Lu.

I thought her birthday banquet was going to be a joke in the upper class, and the Yang
family would not be able to look up to see people from today.

But what Mrs. Yang didn’t expect was that her grandson-in-law Yash Nics was so powerful
that he directly frightened Master Lu to kneel.

Everyone also broke their arms and apologized, and honestly congratulated her on her
birthday. Finally, after getting permission from Yash Nics, they fled in embarrassment.
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Not only Mrs. Yang was stunned!

Everyone in the Yang family and all the guests on the scene were stunned!

This incident spread in Shanghang City, and the Yang family’s reputation must have risen all
at once.

People in the aristocratic circle learned that the Yang family was so powerful, and those
guys who had alienated the Yang family would definitely come back and cooperate.

Then the Yang family is likely to re-emerge and return to the circle of the top giants in
Shanghang City!

Mrs. Yang was full of excitement, she directly took Ma Xiaoli’s hand next to her, and said
affectionately to Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli: “Son, daughter-in-law, your daughter is
married to a good son-in-law. It’s amazing, it’s

amazing !” Song Zhongbin Being flattered with Ma Xiaoli, Song Zhongbin said
embarrassedly: “Mom, you’re overwhelmed.”

Ma Xiaoli didn’t speak, but her face couldn’t hide her pride, she was obviously proud of her
son-in-law.

Mrs. Yang opened her eyebrows, her old face turned into a chrysanthemum, and said
happily: “Don’t be humble, we all know what Lu Jiongyang’s status is in Shanghang City, the
master who can call the wind and call the rain!”

“Lv Jiongyang sees me here. My grandson-in-law knelt down in fright and confessed his
mistake with a severed arm. This is enough to see how good my grandson-in-law is.”

“My grandson-in-law really gave me a face today, and gave us a face for the Yang family. I
am so happy !” After

Mrs. Yang finished speaking, she beckoned Yash Nics and Song Pingting to come over and
let her take a good look.

Yash Nics and Song Pingting had nothing to do with each other, so they could only come
over and shouted grandma.
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Mrs. Yang couldn’t laugh from ear to ear, and the more she looked, the more she felt Yash
Nics was unusual.

Yash Nics belongs to the kind of man who looks okay at first glance, but the more he looks,
the more flavorful, and the better he looks.

Mrs. Yang was full of praise: “Golden boy and

jade girl , a match made in heaven.” “Come here, take out my favorite noble concubine jade
bracelet, I want to give it to my precious granddaughter.”

Yang family and others. I was shocked to hear that, the royal jade bracelet was an emperor
green bracelet worth tens of millions, and it was also Mrs. Yang’s favorite, and it was going
to be given to Song Pingting.

Song Pingting quickly declined!

But in the end, she couldn’t match her grandma’s persistence. In the end, she could only let
her grandma help her put the royal jade bracelet on her.

Everyone in the Yang family, as well as the guests at the scene, all gathered around and
warmly complimented Song Zhongbin’s family, as if the stars were arching over the moon.

Song Pingting’s family actually understands that Yash Nics’s grandma and everyone are
becoming so enthusiastic now.

Without Yash Nics, I guess grandma wouldn’t bother to greet them!
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